
LogicSpell.C10 - Vocabulary

Section 1

abandoned, abbreviate, abbreviation, abnormality, abnormally, absolutely, absorbent, absorption, 

abundance, abundantly, obedience, objection, objective, objectively, obligation, obligatory, observable, 

observant, observation, observatory, obsession, obsessive, obstruction, obstructive, obviously, abide, 

abort, about, above, abuse, abyss, ebony, obese, abacus, abduct, ablaze, aboard, abound, abroad, abrupt, 

absent, absorb, absurd, object, oblong, obsess, obtain, abandon, abashed, abdicate, abdomen, ability, 

abnormal, abolish, abscess, absence, absolute, abstract, abundant, abusive, obedient, obesity, observe, 

observer, obstacle, obstruct, obvious.

Section 2

adaptable, addiction, addictive, additional, additionally, addressee, adjective, adjustable, adjustment, 

administration, admirable, admiration, admission, adoration, advancing, advantage, adventure, 

adventurous, advertise, advertising, education, idealistic, identical, idiomatic, adapt, added, adder, admit, 

adopt, adore, adult, ideal, idiom, oddly, odour, addict, adhere, adjust, admire, advent, adverb, advice, 

advise, edible, editor, adapter, addicted, addition, address, adequate, adhesive, adjacent, adopted, 

adoption, adultery, advance, advanced, adverse, adviser, edition, educate, educated, idealise, idealist, 

ideally, identify, ideology, idolise.

Section 3

affecting, affection, affidavit, affirmative, afternoon, afterwards, effective, effectively, efficient, effortless, 

offensive, officially, affix, after, offer, often, affair, affect, affirm, afford, afraid, effect, effort, offend, 

office, affected, afflict, affront, offence, offender, offering, officer, official.

Section 4

amalgamate, amazement, ambassador, ambiguous, ambitious, ambivalent, ambulance, ammunition, 

amplifier, amusement, embarrass, embarrassed, embarrassment, emergency, emotional, employment, 

imaginary, imagination, imbalance, imitation, immediate, immediately, immigrant, immigrate, immobilise, 

impatient, implement, importance, impossible, impression, impressive, improvement, impulsive, amaze, 

amber, amend, among, amuse, empty, image, smack, small, smart, smash, smell, smile, smith, smoke, 

smoky, umber, amazed, Amazon, ambush, amount, amused, embryo, emerge, empire, employ, immune, 

impact, impair, import, impure, smelly, smoker, smooth, amateur, amazing, ambition, amethyst, amnesia, 

amnesty, amplify, amputate, amusing, embassy, emerald, emigrant, emigrate, emission, emotion, empathy, 

employee, employer, emulsion, imagine, imitate, immature, immerse, immortal, immunise, impaired, 

implant, impolite, impress, imprison, improve, impulse, smarten, smashed, smoothly, smuggle.

Section 5

eject, fjord, azure, ozone, equal, equilibrium, equip, equipment, equivalent, squad, squat, square, squash, 

squeak, squeal, squint, aquarium, aquatic, aqueduct, equalise, equally, equator, squeaky, squeegee, 

squeeze, squeezer, squirrel.

Section 6

asparagus, assassinate, assertive, assessment, assimilate, assistance, assistant, associate, association, 

assortment, assumption, assurance, astonished, astrology, astronomy, asymmetrical, essential, essentially, 

establish, pseudonym, psychological, ashen, aside, essay, issue, psalm, usage, usual, ascend, ascent, 



asleep, aspect, assert, assess, assign, assist, assume, assure, astray, asylum, escape, escort, esteem, island, 

usable, useful, ascetic, ashamed, ashtray, assassin, assault, assemble, asterisk, astonish, escalate, espresso, 

essence, estimate, isolate, isolated, psychic, useless.

Section 7

aggravate, aggression, aggressive, aggressor, agreeable, agreeably, agreement, agriculture, egocentric, 

ignorance, again, agent, agile, agony, agree, igloo, agency, agreed, eggcup, ignite, ignore, iguana, against, 

ageless, agitate, agitated, agitator, egghead, eggshell, ignition, ignorant.

Section 8

skateboard, sketchpad, skydiving, skate, skill, skirt, skull, skunk, skater, sketch, skewed, skewer, skiing, 

skimpy, skinny, skating, skeletal, skeleton, sketchy, skilful, skitter, skittish, skylight.
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